The difference between baryon number B and lepton number L is the only anomaly-free global symmetry of the Standard Model, easily promoted to a local symmetry by introducing three righthanded neutrinos, which automatically make neutrinos massive. The non-observation of any (B−L)-violating processes leads us to scrutinize the case of unbroken gauged B −L; besides Dirac neutrinos, the model contains only three parameters, the gauge coupling strength g ′ , the Stückelberg mass M Z ′ , and the kinetic mixing angle χ. The new force could manifest itself at any scale, and we collect and derive bounds on g ′ over the entire testable range M Z ′ = 0-10 13 eV, also of interest for the more popular case of spontaneously broken B − L or other new light forces. We show in particular that successful Big Bang nucleosynthesis provides strong bounds for masses 10 eV < M Z ′ < 10 GeV due to resonant enhancement of the rate f f ↔ νRνR. The strongest limits typically arise from astrophysics and colliders, probing scales M Z ′ /g ′ from TeV up to 10 10 GeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) is a very successful description of particle physics, connecting the weak, strong, and electromagnetic force to the framework of gauge symmetries. Only the latter two are unbroken symmetries, i.e. bring with them conserved quantum numbers, color and electric charge, respectively. 1 The search for additional forces has always driven particle physics, but has so far not been successful, resulting in tight bounds either on the strength or range of the new force. Today's research focuses almost exclusively on spontaneously broken new gauge symmetries, mimicking the success of the electroweak theory. Still, the most exciting possibility would be an unbroken new symmetry, and a corresponding conserved charge. In this letter, we point out that this possibility is not excluded as of now, if the conserved charge is the difference of baryon number B and lepton number L.
Baryon and lepton number are the only classically conserved quantities in the SM, taking into account that the lepton mixing pattern observed in neutrino oscillations proves the non-conservation of the individual lepton numbers L e,µ,τ or linear combinations thereof. Ignoring new forces that do not act on SM particles, e.g. unbroken hidden forces in the dark matter sector, it is clear that the only new exact symmetry can be a linear combination of B and L. Classical symmetries of the Lagrangian can be broken at quantum level through triangle anomalies, which have to be canceled in order to obtain a valid quantum field theory. For B − L, the anomalies can be canceled simply by introducing three SM-singlet right-handed neutrinos ν R , which automatically lead to massive active (Dirac) neutrinos-a very welcome side effect. Gauging any other linear combination X of B and L would require the introduction of chiral fermions charged under SU (2) L × U (1) Y and is by now viable only if X is spontaneously broken to generate fermion masses above (and disconnected from) the electroweak scale (highly fine-tuned models not withstanding).
U (1) B−L hence emerges as the only possible unbro- * Electronic address: julian.heeck@mpi-hd.mpg.de 1 Conserved charges follow from the residual unbroken global symmetries of the unphysical local gauge symmetries.
ken gauge symmetry acting on known particles beyond electromagnetism and color, further corroborated by the fact that we have yet to observe any B − L violating process despite decade-long searches, most prominently the search for ∆(B − L) = 2 neutrinoless double beta decay [1] . Even the baryon asymmetry of our Universe is no argument for breaking B − L, because the Dirac nature of neutrinos gives rise to an elegant leptogenesis mechanism under the name of neutrinogenesis even for conserved B − L [2] . It is therefore worthwhile to study the implications of an unbroken U (1) B−L symmetry as an alternative point of view to direct searches for B − L violation. This scenario has rarely [3, 4] been considered; new (fifth) forces coupled to baryon number [5] , lepton number [6] , or B − L [7] have of course been studied before, but never as unbroken, and hence never with Dirac neutrinos. This will be of great importance in the following, as the coupling to light right-handed neutrinos severely constrains the new force.
We briefly present the key aspects of the model in Sec. II and then go on to collect, update, and improve bounds on the U (1) B−L coupling strength g ′ for Z ′ masses up to 10 TeV in Sec. III, presented in Fig. 3 . We comment on the applicability of these limits to other closely related models in Sec. IV and finally conclude in Sec. V.
II. MODEL
A local U (1) B−L requires the addition of three righthanded neutrinos to the SM in order to cancel gauge anomalies. For unbroken B − L, these states form Dirac particles with the active left-handed neutrinos via Yukawa couplings to the Higgs doublet y αβ L α Hν R,β , resulting in the neutrino mass matrix
after electroweak symmetry breaking. Here, U denotes the unitary leptonic mixing matrix relevant for chargedcurrent interactions (in the standard parametrization with vanishing Majorana phases [8] ), m i the neutrino masses, and V R is an unphysical unitary matrix. Current values for the neutrino parameters can be found in Ref. [9] . Note that experimental upper bounds on the neutrino masses of order eV imply very small values for the Yukawa couplings |y αβ | 10 −11 but pose no real problem to the model. Dirac neutrinos aside, an unbroken U (1) B−L brings with it only one more particle: the gauge boson
All fermions-including neutrinos-are described by Dirac fermions after electroweak symmetry breaking, leading to vector-like Z ′ couplings to these mass eigenstates:
There are in particular no flavor changing neutral currents. The Z ′ itself is allowed to have a mass M Z ′ via the Stückelberg mechanism [10] without breaking the (global) B − L symmetry. This mass is a free parameter of the model, not connected to a vacuum expectation value; it is notably disconnected from, e.g., neutrino masses, and there exists no theoretically preferred value. Lastly, the Z ′ can kinetically mix with the hypercharge boson through a coupling
′µν [12, 13] , effectively coupling the Z ′ to the hypercharge current. We will neglect this kinetic mixing angle χ in the following for simplicity, but comment on its effects in Sec. IV.
Let us make a couple of remarks to compare unbroken B − L with the better-studied case of spontaneously broken B − L ("Majorana B − L"), featuring three heavy and three light Majorana neutrinos. The decay width into fermions is given by
with the B − L fine-structure constant α ′ ≡ g ′2 /4π. The invisible width of our Z ′ is then governed by the decay into the three light Dirac neutrinos ν = ν L + ν R :
which effectively counts the number of light neutrinos, in complete analogy to the invisible width of the Z, which however only counts the number of light left-handed neutrinos. The invisible Z ′ width of unbroken B − L is hence up to three times larger than in Majorana B − L (depending on the mass of the heavy neutrinos), due to the additional decay into ν R . This is typically irrelevant for Z ′ collider searches, but will be very relevant for lighter Z ′ , and would of course be of great interest in case a Z ′ resonance is found. For Z ′ masses around Λ QCD ∼ 200 MeV, the hadronic Z ′ decay is in principle more involved than Eq. (3) because of hadronization. In the vector-meson dominance 2 Note though that small values for both g ′ and M Z ′ are technically natural in the sense of 't Hooft [11] in that all radiative corrections are again proportional to g ′ and M Z ′ , respectively. 
approach, Z
′ shares the quantum numbers of the ω meson, because it carries no isospin. It therefore has similar decay modes [14] , most importantly with highly suppressed Z ′ → ππ rate. Hadronic decays are still possible for M Z ′ > m π , with the dominating channel Z ′ → π 0 γ below 600 MeV and partial width [14] 
For 600 MeV M Z ′ 1 GeV, the dominant hadronic decay is Z ′ → π + π − π 0 , with a rather complicated analytical expression [14] . (Here, we also include the ρ width in the propagators in order to cross the Z ′ → ρπ threshold.) Above GeV, s-quark Kaon channels open up and the Z ′ becomes φ-like. From Fig. 1 we see that the hadronic branching ratio for M Z ′ < GeV is completely negligible away from the ω resonance. This is in stark contrast to the hadronic decays of hidden photons [15] , which feel the much broader ρ resonance. The reason for this is the isospin-violating coupling of hidden photons to electric charge, allowing them to easily mix with both the ω (isospin 0) and the ρ (isospin 1) meson.
Regarding the baryon asymmetry of our universe, let us briefly sketch the B − L conserving neutrinogenesis mechanism, following Ref. [2] : here it is crucial to note that the small Yukawa couplings |y αβ | 10 −11 of our Dirac neutrinos are insufficient to put the ν R into thermal equilibrium in the early Universe. The goal is then to create a lepton asymmetry ∆ νR in the ν R sector that is formally canceled by an opposite asymmetry of the lefthanded leptons ∆ νL = −∆ νR , which can be achieved with the introduction of e.g. two very heavy unstable scalar doublets. Since only the left-handed leptons are in thermal equilibrium with the SM plasma, a baryon asymmetry ∆ B will be generated by the sphalerons using ∆ νL in typical leptogenesis manner. In this letter we will not be explicitly concerned with neutrinogenesis, so we ignore the additional scalars and constraints. Let us note though that the newly introduced gauge interactions via Z ′ do not invalidate this mechanism, because they conserve the individual particle numbers and hence do not erase ∆ νR or ∆ νL ; rapid gauge interactions will of course put the ν R in equilibrium and hence increase the number of relativistic degrees of freedom, to be discussed in Sec. III.
Note that the gauge boson Z ′ can in principle also be stable enough to be dark matter. For this, we have to make sure its lifetime τ surpasses that of our Universe, which requires
the dominant decay mode for light
is the only channel). Using a misalignment mechanism in complete analogy to the hidden photon case [16] (see also Ref. [17] ) could then make the Z ′ a cold dark matter candidate. We will not discuss this scenario any further in this letter.
III. LIMITS
The main signature of unbroken B − L, beyond Dirac neutrinos, is the new gauge boson Z ′ . As mentioned above, both coupling strength and mass are free parameters, disconnected from other observables. One can therefore consider (g
TeV] with equal motivation. While still a lamppost search, it is a mighty big one.
We will now collect and update bounds on the parameters g ′ and M Z ′ , ultimately resulting in Fig. 3 . The first (and only) survey across all masses can be found in Ref. [7] , which we refine and improve. Note that we will set the kinetic mixing angle χ to zero in our analysis for simplicity, but comment on its effects later on in Sec. IV. The mass range for B − L below GeV was recently covered in Ref. [18] ; the mass range above MeV in Ref. [19] (including kinetic mixing). However, none of the above have specifically considered unbroken B − L, which has the Z ′ coupled to Dirac neutrinos; this makes especially Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) bounds far more important and deserves a discussion.
Many limits are obtained by translating well-known hidden photon limits, see Ref. [20] for a recent review. The main differences between these models are the invisible width of Z ′ B−L , which reduces the (typically relevant) branching ratio into electrons and muons, and the additional coupling to neutral particles (neutrons and neutrinos).
Note that the limits on g ′ and M Z ′ are directly applicable to any B −L gauge boson coupled to Dirac neutrinos, even if the U (1) B−L is broken by n = 2 units (employed in Refs. [21, 22] ). They are also applicable to models where B − L is broken by two units, but all six Majorana neutrinos are light, so that the invisible Z ′ width does not change compared to the unbroken B − L case discussed here. For Majorana B − L with (some) heavy Majorana neutrinos, not all limits are applicable and we will comment on that in due time.
A. Modified gravity and fifth force searches
A distinct feature of the B − L force, compared to hidden photons in particular, is the coupling to neutral particles. As such, a light Z ′ mediates a force between astrophysical bodies that depends on their neutron number and thus violates the weak equivalence principle. Torsion-balance experiments [23, 24] set very strong limits on such long-range forces, which are most importantly also applicable for a completely massless Z ′ , resulting in
Distances λ ≡ 1/M Z ′ from cm to 10 µm are constrained by experiments that test the gravitational inverse square law F ∝ 1/r 2 , which would be modified in the presence of a light Z ′ [24, 25] . At even smaller distances, it is the Casimir effect (or Van der Waals forces) that sets the strongest limits on the modified 1/r 2 law [26] [27] [28] . Neutron scattering limits are inferior to astrophysical constraints in the mass range 1 eV < M Z ′ < 10 5 eV, but offer the best laboratory limits [29, 30] .
B. Stellar evolution
For Z ′ masses between 0.1 eV and 0.1 GeV, strong astrophysical limits arise from the additional energy loss provided by the Z ′ , either in the Sun, heavier stars, or red giants. These limits, dominant for 10 eV M Z ′ 100 keV, can be readily translated from hidden-photon limits [31] via g ′= eχ, because the relevant coupling to electrons (and protons) has the same structure for electric charge and B − L. Minor modifications arise due to the B − L coupling to neutrons inside the star, which we neglect here.
The stellar evolution is actually modified two-fold: a light Z ′ can carry away energy, similar to hidden photons, but the Z ′ also enables the production of the sterile ν R ; millicharged-particle limits [18, 32] then constrain roughly g ′ 10 −14 using red giants, which set the strongest limits in the range 0.1 eV M Z ′ 10 eV. White dwarf cooling via ν R emission yields constraints in the MeV-GeV region [33] of similar order as neutrino scattering experiments (next section). This white dwarf limit is not shown in Fig. 3 in order to avoid cluttering.
From the supernova SN1987A we get very strong limits on Z ′ in the 100 keV-100 MeV range [34] , again adopted from hidden photons. These limits do, however, neglect some important plasma effects and are expected to change upon reanalysis. We show this limit in dashed lines in Fig. 3 to remind the reader of the subtleties involved. Once again, the fact that the Z ′ couples to sterile ν R yields an additional supernova cooling bound; we adopt the limits from Ref. [35] , based on on-shell Z ′ production in e + e − annihilations, using BR(Z ′ → ν R ν R ) from Sec. II. For heavier Z ′ , off-shell ν R production becomes dominant, and one can derive bounds on M Z ′ /g ′ [36] [37] [38] of order TeV (not shown in Fig. 3) .
The stellar evolution bounds are of course not as refined as laboratory limits and should be understood as estimates; there are no confidence levels attached to them. A dedicated analysis of the Z ′ and ν R interplay in stellar evolution is expected to improve on the given bounds, but lies beyond the scope of this letter.
C. Neutrino scattering
Scattering of solar neutrinos on electrons in Borexino [39] is sensitive to Z ′ exchange, recently discussed in Refs. [18, 40, 41] for an MeV vector boson coupled to left-handed neutrinos and charged leptons. For subMeV masses, Gemma gives stronger limits [18] , but still weaker than astrophysics. These limits surpass magneticmoment limits, and make in particular a resolution of the muon's g −2 anomaly impossible within gauged B −L (or gauged U (1) L for that matter [42] ). Neutrino-quark scattering also yields strong limits of order M Z ′ /g ′ TeV for Z ′ masses above 10 GeV [7, 19] . Precise measurements have been performed by NuTeV [43] , which may however suffer from systematic errors. We therefore take a very conservative bound of M Z ′ /g ′ > 0.4 TeV, following a recent reanalysis [44] , about a factor 3-4 weaker than previous limits [19, 45] .
D. Beam dump
We take the 95% C.L. limits from hidden photons from Ref. [46] , containing data from E774, E141, Orsay, KEK, and E137. The lower (horizontal) limit on the coupling can be translated simply via g ′= eχ, because the number of events for small coupling is given by [47] 
independent of the invisible Z ′ width. The width is on the other hand important for the upper limits (diagonal χ ∼ 1/M Z ′ ), which correspond to a fast Z ′ decay inside the shielding of length L sh ; here, the number of events goes with
sensitive to Γ total , and hence Γ inv , due to the dominating exponential factor. This shows that the upper limits have to be translated by comparing the total width. Below the muon threshold, this simply corresponds to g ′= eχ/2, because we have for 2m e ≪ M Z ′ < 2m µ :
The excluded area is hence smaller for unbroken B − L than maybe expected, due to the additional decay channel into neutrinos.
E. BaBar
BaBar gives great limits on hidden photons in the range 20 MeV < M Z ′ < 10 GeV [48] (rescaled to 95% C.L.) from the coupling to electrons in the process e + e − → γZ ′ , Z ′ → e + e − (µ + µ − ). Our larger invisible width will reduce the bounds, similar to the beam dumps discussed above (by a factor of 2 below the muon threshold), so we translate
over the entire mass range. These are the strongest limits for masses 5 GeV < M Z ′ < 10 GeV. The fixed-target experiments APEX [49] and MAMI [50] provide similar, slightly weaker, constraints, not shown in Fig. 3 .
F. Thermalization in the early Universe
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) describes successfully our Universe at temperatures around MeV, and places strong bounds on the number of relativistic degrees of freedom. The latter are typically parameterized via N eff , the effective number of neutrinos, predicted to be 3 by the SM. We take N eff < 4 as a conservative 95% C.L. limit from BBN [51] , which in particular forbids the thermalization of our three light right-handed neutrinos ν R , and thus constrains the strength of the B − L gauge interactions that would put them in equilibrium. The interaction rate of ν R therefore has to be smaller than the Hubble expansion rate H(T ) ∼ T 2 /M Pl around T ∼ 1 MeV. Such reasoning has long since been used to constrain right-handed neutrino interactions [52, 53] .
To calculate the thermally averaged interaction rate for f f ↔ ν R ν R induced by Z ′ exchange we follow Ref. [54] :
with the Fermi-Dirac distribution f ν (k) = (e k/T + 1) −1 , the ν R number density n νR = 3ζ(3)T 3 /2π 2 , and the Møller velocity v M . The interaction cross section σ is to be evaluated at the center-of-mass energy s = 2pk(1 − cos θ), θ being the angle between the two colliding ν R particles. Unlike Ref. [54] , we do not restrict ourselves to the limiting case M Z ′ ≫ T , but rather use the full Z ′ propagator. For M Z ′ ∼ T , on-shell production of Z ′ becomes possible and the interaction rate is resonantly enhanced, calculated most easily in the narrowwidth approximation for the Z ′ propagator
This step is equivalent to simply studying the inverse decay f f → Z ′ , as has been done recently in Ref. [55] in a similar context.
The thermally averaged interaction rate between righthanded neutrinos and massless fermions f via s-channel Z ′ exchange then takes the form Fig. 2 . The rate reduces to the well-known limits for off-shell
is also applicable in the resonant region M Z ′ ∼ T . Due to the thermal distribution of plasma particles, the on-shell production (inverse decay) is feasible over a wide range of temperatures, dominating the ν R interaction rate roughly in the range √ ε x 14 log ε −1 . In this intermediate regime we find the function given in Eq. (15) that fits well to the numerical results of the narrow-width approximation; 4 in particular, it yields the characteristic Γ ∝ g ′2 M
2
Z ′ /T behavior for inverse decays for x 1 [55] . For x 1, the rate is suppressed by a Boltzmann factor e −x as expected. For the total rate one has to sum over all fermions f that are in equilibrium at temperature T . Following our discussion of Z ′ branching ratios to light hadrons in Sec. II we only consider the coupling to leptons. We also reintroduce the lepton mass thresholds in our numerical calculations to improve our accuracy.
With the interaction rate at our disposal, we can study ν R thermalization; from Fig. 2 it is evident that the righthanded neutrinos are either out of equilibrium during radiation domination ( Γ < H(T )), or go in and out of equilibrium during some epoch. If the ν R are in equilibrium and go out before the Universe cools down to about T (ν R ) ∼ 150-200 MeV [56] , they will contribute to N eff in an entropy-suppressed fashion [52, 53] , namely ∆N eff < 1, compatible with current data. For masses M Z ′ > 10 GeV, the ν R decoupling before T (ν R ) ∼ 150 MeV then gives the well-known limits of the form M Z ′ /g ′ > 6.7 TeV [54] . For 1 GeV < M Z ′ < 10 GeV, the limits on g ′ strengthen considerably due to resonant Z ′ production (see Fig. 3 ), down to g ′ < 6 × 10
at M Z ′ = 1 GeV. For lower masses, it becomes impossible to decouple at T (ν R ), and we have to demand that the (resonant) interaction rate is smaller than H(T ) for all temperatures 1 MeV < T < 150 MeV. 5 Brushing the resonance peak-sitting at x ≃ 2.8-against H(T ) then yields the limit g
For Z ′ masses below MeV, we demand that the ν R come in to thermal equilibrium after T ∼ 1 MeV, so Γ (1 MeV) < H(1 MeV). Since the rate goes with (Fig. 2) , the limits are of the form g ′ 3 × 10 −7 keV/M Z ′ , as expected from inverse decay [55] . (Note that such a light Z ′ starts to contribute to N eff itself, in addition to the ν R .) Finally, for M Z ′ < 10 eV, on-shell Z ′ production at BBN temperatures becomes sub-dominant to the off-shell rate Γ ∝ T and the limit becomes independent of M Z ′ : g ′ < 2.5 × 10 −5 [57] . Overall, we find that BBN gives the strongest constraints on unbroken B − L for Z ′ masses between 100 MeV and 100 GeV, only briefly surpassed by BaBar (see Fig. 3) . From keV to 100 MeV they are however less stringent than stellar evolution bounds. Resonant Z ′ production dominates over the previously used approximations for masses spanning nine orders of magnitude (10 eV < M Z ′ 10 GeV), and is surely of interest for other models with mediator particles in this range.
We stress again that a thermalization of ν R via Z ′ is not problematic for the baryon-asymmetry mechanism neutrinogenesis [2] , because the Z ′ interactions conserve individual particle number and hence would not erase an existing ν R asymmetry.
G. Collider
Direct searches for additional neutral gauge bosons have, of course, been performed at colliders. The AT-LAS experiment at the LHC gives limits on the B − L model that can be used directly [58] . (Compared to the "standard" B − L model, our unbroken realization has an additional decay channel Z ′ → ν R ν R , slightly changing the width. This is however irrelevant for the huge Z ′ masses considered in the ATLAS analysis.) More specifically, the ATLAS analysis uses dielectron and dimuon channels with 20 fb −1 at 8 TeV, constraining Z ′ masses 0.2-3.5 TeV at 95% C.L. (Fig. 3) .
Following Ref. [59] , we can derive an updated shortrange limit of
from effective four-lepton operators with the final LEP 2 data [60] , valid for M Z ′ ≫ 200 GeV. Even stronger limits can likely be obtained from updated dedicated global fits to electroweak precision data [61, 62] , but we take Eq. (16) as the strongest limit on B − L for masses above 3 TeV. Not shown in Fig. 3 are the LEP constraints for masses close to the Z mass M Z ′ ≃ M Z , which are stringent but very narrow [19] . [23, 24] , gravitational inverse-square law (ISR, green) [24] , Casimir effect (black) [26] [27] [28] , neutron scattering (light green) [29, 30] , energy loss via ν in red giants (RG/ν, red) [32] , energy loss via Z ′ in the Sun (Sun, yellow), horizontal branch stars (HB, orange), and red giants (RG, red) [31] , SN1987A (Z ′ ) (grey, dashed) [34] , SN1987A (νR) (grey) [35] , BBN (blue, Sec. III F), beam dump searches (BD, green) [46] , neutrino-electron scattering (e-ν, purple) [18] , BaBar (dark red) [48] , neutrino-quark scattering (q-ν, brown) [44] , ATLAS (LHC, black) [58] , and LEP (orange) [59, 60] . Most (non-astrophysical) limits are at 95% C.L., see text for details. Also shown are diagonals at scales M Z ′ /g ′ = 100 GeV and 10 9 GeV for comparison (grey, dotdashed).
IV. COMMENTS
We have derived limits on our specific model of unbroken B − L presented in Sec. II, but our results can be translated to other scenarios, too. Since an exhaustive list of related models is infeasible, we stick to the most obvious ones.
A. Broken B − L
The limits of Fig. 3 are directly applicable to models with spontaneously broken gauged U (1) B−L and Dirac neutrinos, i.e. scenarios where B − L is broken by n = 2 units [21] . The scale M Z ′ /g ′ = n φ is then directly connected to the B − L breaking vacuum expectation value φ of a scalar φ. Even though (non-resonant) Dirac leptogenesis works quite naturally at high B −L breaking scales in this scenario [22] , this does not preclude sub-TeV Z ′ bosons, because the coupling g ′ can be small. Seeing as astrophysics is sensitive to scales M Z ′ /g ′
10
9 GeV (Fig. 3) , even those natural leptogenesis scales are probed (in some select areas at least).
If the U (1) B−L is broken by n = 2 units, one recovers the more familiar models in which neutrinos are Majorana particles, typically generated by the seesaw mechanism. Both seesaw and thermal leptogenesis hint at high B − L breaking scales, but resonant low-scale models are possible, too. The same argument from above applies, in that even high-scale realizations can have sub-TeV Z ′ gauge bosons, subject to the constrains from Fig. 3 . In those models, the validity of our derived limits depends only on the mass of the "heavy" right-handed neutrinos. If they are far below M Z ′ , the constraints from Fig. 3 at said M Z ′ apply; if all right-handed neutrinos are heavier than the Z ′ , the BBN limits above M ∼ 1 MeV seize to be valid, but the sub-MeV limits from BBN still apply, because the Z ′ contributes to N eff [55] . The SN1987A bound from ν R emission [35] (solid grey in Fig. 3 ) also becomes invalid if all ν R are heavy. The other limits do not change qualitatively, because they depend only slightly on the invisible Z ′ width, and can be translated straightforwardly.
B. Kinetic mixing
Having ignored kinetic mixing up until now, let us comment on it. Kinetic mixing is allowed in the Lagrangian via ′µν , unless some embedding into a Grand Unified Theory is assumed, which is incompatible with our assumption of unbroken B − L. Even if zero at some scale, χ = 0 will be induced radiatively because we have particles charged under both U (1) groups [13] . This makes unbroken B−L a three-parameter model (not counting neutrino masses and mixing), described by g ′ , χ, and M Z ′ . Limits on these parameters have been dis-cussed for M Z ′ > 1 MeV in Ref. [19] (albeit without the coupling to light right-handed neutrinos). Let us therefore discuss the low-mass region. Note that our Z ′ reduces to the familiar hidden photon in the limit g ′ → 0. For M Z ′ ≪ M Z , kinetic mixing effectively induces Z ′ mixing with the photon, so the Z ′ now couples to a linear combination of B − L and electric charge Q. If, for a certain Z ′ mass, the B − L coupling dominates, we can apply the limits from this letter; if the coupling to electric charge dominates (|g ′ | ≪ |e cos θ W sin χ|), one can simply take the limits from hidden photons [20] . The intermediate regime, where the coupling strengths are of similar order, is more interesting; depending on the relative sign, the limits can either become stronger or cancel each other out. In the most extreme case, the Z ′ couples to the linear combination (B − L)− Q, which vanishes for electrically charged leptons and baryons. This is then a non-chiral force acting exclusively on neutral fermions: neutrons and neutrinos. Quite surprisingly, even this restricted scenario is easily constrained: the fifth force (modified gravity) limits are all still applicable, as are the BBN bounds (ν L ν L ↔ ν R ν R being allowed); stellar evolution can still put constraints on the coupling in the intermediate mass range eV < M Z ′ < 100 MeV from the coupling to neutrons, but requires a dedicated reanalysis beyond the scope of this letter. (This is certainly a worthwhile endeavor, as such limits would also be relevant for popular light-mediator models coupled to baryon number.)
Note that the extreme destructive interference of B −L coupling and kinetic mixing, i.e. the coupling to (B−L)− Q, is not only fine-tuned to begin with, it is also unstable with respect to renormalization group evolution. It is thus a convenient limit to derive the most conservative bounds on unbroken B − L, but hardly a realistic model. For higher masses, M Z ′ ∼ M Z , kinetic mixing will rather induce Z-Z ′ mixing, and the Z ′ inherits a coupling to the weak neutral current [19] . The chiral nature of the latter makes a complete cancellation to any particleà la (B − L) − Q impossible, and the limits more straightforward to adapt. For M Z ′ > M Z , a Z ′ coupled to B − L and hypercharge has been discussed in Ref. [63] .
V. CONCLUSION
Promoting the only ungauged anomaly-free symmetry of the Standard Model, U (1) B−L , to a local symmetry requires the introduction of three right-handed neutrinos, which make neutrinos massive. Experimental searches have yet to confirm the prevailing notion amongst theorists that neutrinos are Majorana particles, and hence B − L broken by two units in nature. It is therefore important to point out that there is currently no theoretical or phenomenological argument against an unbroken U (1) B−L gauge symmetry, featuring Dirac neutrinos and neutrinogenesis to explain the baryon asymmetry of the Universe. We can even give the new gauge boson Z ′ a Stückelberg mass M Z ′ , a new dimensionful parameter disconnected from other scales. In this letter we collected and updated constraints on the gauge coupling strength g ′ in the entire testable mass range M Z ′ = 0-10 13 eV, assuming for simplicity vanishing kinetic mixing with hypercharge. The excluded scales for a not-too-light Z ′ range from M Z ′ /g 10 GeV (red giants), also applicable to models with broken B − L. We have shown in particular that successful Big Bang nucleosynthesis provides strong constraints in the mass range 10 eV < M Z ′ < 10 GeV due to resonant enhancement of the thermalization rate f f ↔ ν R ν R , previously unexplored.
